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Despite the new emphasis on application-driven research in computational linguistics, muchfundamental research remains to be done. In this paper, we describe recent computationalwork investigating language use in context. This means, �rst, going beyond sentence bound-aries and processing discourse|treating texts or dialogues as wholes composed of interrelatedparts, rather than merely as sequences of isolated sentences. Any piece of discourse establishesa linguistic context against which subsequent utterances must be understood. Second, beyondthe linguistic context is the participatory context. A speaker or writer directs an utterance ortext toward a hearer or reader, and does so with a particular intent or purpose|to inform, toamuse, to collaborate in a task, perhaps. The form and content of the utterance are chosenaccordingly, and the listener or reader must infer this intent as part of understanding.We will discuss the comprehension and production of language, looking at both texts anddialogues. A text to be processed might be, for example, a newspaper or magazine articlethat is being translated into another language or whose content is to be \understood" orabstracted in an information storage and retrieval system. A dialogue to be processed mightbe a conversation (spoken or typed) between a human and a computer in service of somecollaborative task. Many of the problems that we shall describe below occur in both kindsof discourse. We will use the terms speaker and writer almost interchangeably, and similarlyhearer and reader.The underlying goal of the research described in this special issue is to move beyond\toy" systems and come to grips with \real language". While the research described inthe other papers in this issue focuses on robustly processing massive amounts of text, thework described here focuses on understanding, in computational terms, the complexities andsubtleties of language as people really use it.In a paper of this length, we cannot hope to describe all of the recent, important workaddressing language use in context. For example, we will not discuss work on pronoun reso-lution, ellipsis, metaphor, or many aspects of belief ascription.STRUCTURE BEYOND THE SENTENCE BOUNDARYDiscourse segmentationDiscourse has a rich structure. Sentences group together, and there are a variety of ways inwhich they might be related to one another. Understanding what a discourse means requiresdetermining how the various pieces �t together. Consider the following excerpt from theintroduction to a textbook on programming in C:(1) 1. { One of the central goals of this text is to enable teachers to manage C's inherentcomplexity.2. Managing complexity, however, is precisely what we do as programmers.3. When we are faced with a problem that is too complex for immediate solution,we divide it into smaller pieces and consider each one independently.4. Moreover, when the complexity of one of those pieces crosses a certain threshold,it makes sense to isolate that complexity by de�ning a separate abstraction that2



has a simple interface.5. The interface protects clients from the underlying details of the abstraction, therebysimplifying the conceptual structure.6. { The same approach works for teaching programming.7. To make the material easier for students to learn, this text adopts a library-basedapproach that emphasizes the principle of abstraction : : :1When a person reads this excerpt, he or she gets more from it than just the meanings ofthe individual sentences. Understanding the rhetorical (or coherence) relationships amongpieces of the text is an important aspect of understanding the text as a whole. For example,sentences (1.3{5) give speci�c details that expand on what is said in sentence (1.2). Moreover,text has relationships at many levels: for example, not only are sentences (1.3{5) related tosentence (1.2), but they have relationships among themselves as well. Fortunately, there aresometimes cue phrases or textual markings that help the reader �gure out the relationships;and in spoken dialogue, intonation can help too. The word however in sentence (1.2), forinstance, signals some sort of contrast with what was said in (1.1).Readers have to recover the structure of a discourse not only so that they can infer the rela-tionships among the pieces, but also because the structure constrains other essential aspects ofunderstanding, such as �guring out what a pronoun refers to. Consider this conversation:(2) A: 1. Sheila wants you to call her about the bicycle.B: 2. Has she found a roommate yet?A: 3. Yeah.4. Her old friend Linda is moving here from Waterloo to start a new job.5. She moves in next week.6. Anyway, you should phone her today.The pronoun her in sentence (2.6) clearly refers to Sheila, even though it was Linda who wasjust referred to by she in the previous sentence. The structure of the dialogue can help thereader to identify the correct referent. Sentences (2.2{5) interrupt what was under discussionin (2.1), but sentence (2.6) returns to the topic of (2.1). (Notice that the cue phrase anyway,possibly accompanied by a small pause, or change in pitch patterns, gives a strong hint of thisstructure.) The structure constrains the possible referents for the pronoun her in (2.6): thereferent is more likely to come from sentence (2.1), than from (2.2{5). In fact, the perceptionof the structure of the discourse and the interpretation of pronouns constrain one another.In addition to relationships concerning the content of the text, there are relationshipsconcerning the writer's or speaker's intentions, and the two are closely linked. In example(1), the author had a reason for writing sentences (1.3{5), perhaps to clarify for the readerwhat was written in (1.2). The details given in (1.3{5) serve this purpose of the author.There is evidence that people do perform this kind of segmentation of discourse duringunderstanding. For example, Passonneau and Litman [19] and Hirschberg and Grosz [7] found1Eric S. Roberts, The Art and Science of C: A Library-Based Introduction to Computer Science, Addison-Wesley, 1995, page xv. 3



statistically signi�cant agreement among subjects who were asked to perform a discourse-segmentation task. How might a computer perform such segmentation, or produce languagefrom which such segments can be recovered? In their study, Hirschberg and Grosz alsoinvestigated the relationship between features of intonation, such as pitch range and timing,and the structure of the discourse. They found that, at both the local and global levels ofdiscourse, there are statistically signi�cant correlations between certain features of discoursestructure and certain intonational features.Another important kind of indication is cue phrases, such as anyway, however, well, still,for example, and now, which often provide explicit information about the structure of adiscourse. For example, now can be used to introduce a new subtopic [8]. But many wordsthat serve as cue phrases also have other uses|for example, now can simply mean `at thistime'. To see how these ambiguities could be resolved, Hirschberg and Litman [8] studiedcue-phrase usage in speech, and developed a method for disambiguating cue phrases by meansof intonational features of speech. They also discovered textual features of transcribed speech,such as punctuation, that are relatively easy to extract from transcriptions and can be usedas additional aids in cue-phrase disambiguation. Much computational work in discourseprocessing has assumed that cue-phrase disambiguation is feasible; Hirschberg and Litman's�ndings provide empirical support for this assumption.The research described above has obvious applications in both speech generation andspeech understanding. Speech generation systems can use intonation and cue phrases as peo-ple do, to help to break the discourse into appropriate segments, thereby assisting the listenerin accomplishing other tasks that are crucial to understanding speech, such as determining thereferents of noun phrases and recognizing the rhetorical and intentional relationships betweensegments. And speech recognition systems can use intonational features and cue phrases (andperhaps also textual features, if the speech has been transcribed) to help perform segmentationand infer relationships between segments. In fact, AT&T Bell Laboratories' Text-to-SpeechSystem [22], based on Hirschberg and Litman's work, does both; it disambiguates cue phrasesin text on the basis of textual features, and then generates cue phrases in such a way thatthe intonational features suggest how the cue phrases are being used.Relationships within discourse segmentsWe now turn to some recent work that investigates the structure within discourse segments.Hobbs et al. [10] and others have suggested that during understanding, people make de-feasible assumptions, that is, assumptions that are consistent with what they believe, butwhich can be later overridden by contrary evidence. Such assumptions lead them to a plau-sible, coherent interpretation of the discourse. Zadrozny and Jensen [25] apply this approachholistically to paragraphs, with the goal of �nding interpretations of individual sentences ina paragraph that are all together consistent. Their approach formalizes the intuitive notionthat the sentences in a paragraph all are related in some way to the same topic.Lascarides, Asher, and Oberlander [14], whose approach is also founded on defeasiblereasoning, address the inference of certain types of coherence relations between segments [9]and of temporal relations between the events that the discourse refers to. In the absence of4



particular information to the contrary, the default coherence relation between two sentencess1 and s2 that describe respectively events e1 and e2 is simple narration, in which case e1occurs before e2. In (3), for example, one assumes that John's closing the door precedes hissitting down on the couch:(3) 1. John closed the door to the kitchen.2. He sat down on the couch.But in (4):(4) 1. John fell.2. Max had pushed him.we infer the stronger relation that Max's pushing John caused John to fall, in which casethe second event precedes the �rst one (notice that the tenses in (4) support this temporalinterpretation); the coherence relation in this case is that (4.2) is an explanation of (4.1).But people are sometimes sloppy in their use of tense (more technically, tense and aspect);one might have come to the same conclusion even if both sentences were in the simple past,because of one's knowledge about pushing and falling:(5) 1. John fell.2. Max pushed him.Focusing only on background knowledge and ignoring tense, Lascarides et al. express defaults,such as that described above for narration, in a nonmonotonic logic. These are overriddenif there is information to the contrary; in (5), for example, the default is overridden bythe speci�c knowledge that pushing someone causes them to fall. Their mechanism is alsosensitive to the linguistic context; one could imagine a context for (5) in which it is taken tomean that John fell and then Max pushed him. In this case, the relation is narration afterall. Hwang and Schubert [12] focus on interpreting tense to create a representation of thetemporal relations among events described in the discourse, including implicit temporal re-lations across clause and sentence boundaries. To get an idea of what sorts of relations arerecognized, consider (6) (from [12]):(6) 1. John went to the hospital.2. The doctor told John that he had broken his ankle.Hwang and Schubert's mechanism derives the following relations, among others: John's goingto the hospital took place before the moment at which (6.1) is said; the doctor informingJohn of something happened after John's going to the hospital, but before the time when thesentences in (6) are said; and John's breaking his ankle took place before the doctor's tellinghim he broke it.Hwang and Schubert's mechanism also works for longer narrative, provided that tense isused \literally". Consider the following modi�ed version of an example given in [13]. (Thenotation te refers to the time of event e.) 5



(7) 1. John went over to Mary's house. [tgoOver]2. On the way, he had stopped by the ower shop for some roses. [tstop]3. He had picked out �ve red ones, three white ones, and one pale pink. [tpickOut]4. Then, he had chosen a vase to put them in. [tchoose ]5. Unfortunately, they failed to cheer her up. [tfailToCheer]Tense (technically, tense, aspect, and the aspectual classes of the events and states) impliesthe following temporal relations: time tgoOver is before the time at which (7.1) is said (since(7.1) is in the simple past). The past perfect tense of had stopped in (7.2), had picked outin (7.3), and had chosen in (7.4) implies that tstop, tpickOut, and tchoose are before the endof tgoOver . (There are other relations possible with the past perfect, but this issue will notconcern us here.) Further, with the simple past tense of failed to cheer her up in (7.5), wereturn to the time when John is at Mary's house. Sentences (7.2{4) thus form a subnarrativeembedded within the overall narrative.Of course, tenses are not always used as literally as in (7). It is quite natural for the simplepast rather than the past perfect to be used once perspective is shifted to the subnarrative:(8) 1. John went over to Mary's house. [tgoOver]2. On the way, he had stopped by the ower shop for some roses. [tstop]3. He picked out �ve red ones, three white ones, and one pale pink. [tpickOut]4. Then, he chose a vase to put them in. [tchoose ].5. Unfortunately, they failed to cheer her up. [tfailToCheer]Some of the tenses are di�erent in (7) and (8), yet the temporal relations among events are thesame. Notice that (8.3{4) are in the simple past like (8.5), yet (8.3{4) describe events in theembedded narrative, but (8.5) resumes the main narrative. Thus, as Hwang and Schubert andothers discuss, tense alone is not su�cient in such cases to determine the temporal relationsamong events.Kameyama, Passonneau, and Poesio [13] take up this problem. Their approach is basedon the idea, proposed by Webber [23] among others, that determining the time that a pasttense refers to is similar to determining which entity a pronoun refers to, in that they bothdepend on things mentioned in the previous discourse. In (9.2) below, the time that the pasttense refers to (trideOff ) depends on the event described in the previous sentence (getOn); inparticular, trideOff is after tgetOn, whenever tgetOn might be.(9) 1. The ranger got on his horse. [tgetOn]2. He rode o� into the sunset. [trideOff ]In Kameyama et al.'s terminology, a past tense is understood with respect to a discoursereference time, which is established by the linguistic context. For the second sentence, thediscourse reference time is tgetOn. Now consider (10) (from [13]), where (10.3a) and (10.3b)are two alternative continuations:(10) 1. John went over to Mary's house. [tgoOver]2. On the way, he had stopped by the ower shop for some roses. [tstop]6



3a. He picked out �ve red ones, three white ones, and one pale pink. [tpickOut]3b. Unfortunately, they failed to cheer her up. [tfailToCheer]Both continuations are in the simple past. Yet the �rst is part of the embedded narrative,while the second is part of the main narrative. In Kameyama et al.'s analysis, the past perfect(had stopped) introduces two discourse reference times, and a following past-tense sentencemight be understood with respect to either one of them. The two times introduced by (10.2)are tgoOver (actually, a time inferred to be equal to the end of tgoOver) and tstop; the past tenseof (10.3a) is understood with respect to tstop, while the past tense of (10.3b) is understoodwith respect to the end of tgoOver . Kameyama et al. discuss how to keep track of discoursereference times as the discourse proceeds, and choosing the right one for a given past tense.Another type of segmentationIn texts, writers often report the mental states (beliefs, knowledge, intentions, hatred, percep-tions, and so on) of many di�erent people. The most straightforward way to report someone'smental state is to present it explicitly as such, with a sentence such as (11.2):(11) 1. Stuart had accomplished his mission.2. But he knew that by now the enemy was swarming in his rear.3. To return the way he had come would invite trouble.4. To continue on, to make a complete circuit around McClellan's army, mightfoil the pursuit.5. Besides it would be a glorious achievement.2But mental states may also be presented implicitly, as in (11.3{5). Example (11) is a passagefrom a non-�ction book about the American Civil War; in fact, Stuart did not turn back,but continued on. In (11.3{5), the writer is presenting Stuart's motivations for doing so,even though the writer does not explicitly indicate that he is presenting them. Thus, wehave the problem of segmenting text according to whose beliefs, intentions, and so forth arebeing presented, a problem made di�cult by such implicitly presented mental states. Wiebe[24] developed an algorithm for performing this segmentation in third-person narrative texts.The algorithm is based on regularities, found by extensive examination of naturally occurringtext, in the ways that writers manipulate point of view. For example, an explicit reportof an agent's mental state can be an indication that a block of sentences presenting thatagent's mental states will follow (as in (11.)). But this indication does not typically hold ifthe sentence contains an expression of uncertainty or judgment toward the mental state; suchtextual markings suggest the point of view of either another person mentioned in the text orthe writer. Thus, expressions of uncertainty or judgement are similar to cue phrases, discussedearlier in this paper, because they can help the reader perform point-of-view segmentation.An example is the phrase It was almost as if in (12.1):2James M. McPherson, Battle Cry of Freedom, Oxford University Press, page 463.7



(12) 1. It was almost as if he [Brown] knew that failure with its ensuing martyrdom woulddo more to acheive his ultimate goal than any \success" could have done.2. In any event, that was how matters turned out.3Even though (11.2) and (12.1) both mention a person's knowledge, the \hedge" in (12.1)suggests that Brown's point of view does not continue in (12.2) as Stuart's does in (11.3).Sentence (12.2) does not present Brown's mental state, but rather describes the eventualhistorical outcome. The absence or presence of a phrase such as the hedge in (12.1) is onetextual feature that can help a text understanding system recognize implicitly presentedmental states.THE SPEAKER AND THE HEARERWe now move to recent research that acknowledges the role played in discourse by the indi-vidual knowledge, goals, experiences, etc. of the speaker and hearer (or writer and reader).ExplanationIn advisory dialogues|dialogues in which an expert advises someone on how to assemble somedevice, for example, or improve his or her C++ programs|advisees may lack the knowledge orexperience necessary to fully understand the expert's explanations. In such cases, they oftenask follow-up questions. A computer system playing the role of the expert should be ableto participate in a dialogue with the user, providing justi�cations for its recommendations,descriptions of its problem-solving strategies, and de�nitions of the terms it used. Moore andParis [18] have developed a text planner for advisory dialogues that has these capabilities.Moore and Paris integrate two main approaches to discourse in their work. The �rst, seenearlier in this paper, focuses on the rhetorical or coherence relationships among the segmentsof the discourse; the other, intentional, approach focuses on the intentions that motivatespeakers' utterances and on the relationships among them. With the intentional approach,generation is cast as the process of planning a sequence of utterances that will achieve one'sgoals, and understanding is cast as the process of inferring the speaker's intentions from his orher utterances. Most theories of discourse include both intentional and rhetorical knowledgeto some extent. Moore and Paris focus on explicitly representing and using both kinds duringprocessing.The rhetorical knowledge in the system, which is based on Mann and Thompson's Rhetor-ical Structure Theory [16], consists of strategies for achieving communicative goals by meansof establishing rhetorical links between discourse segments. For example, one way to achievethe goal of enabling the user to identify an object is to contrast it with an object that isalready known to the user (using the contrast relation); another is to tell the user some of theattributes of the object (using the elaboration-attribute relation). Thus, there might be morethan one strategy that can achieve a particular goal; as well, a single strategy may be usedin service of more than one type of goal.3ibid, page 205. 8



Moore and Paris's system maintains a record of why it said what it said; thus, when theuser indicates that an explanation was not completely understood, it can determine which ofits goals failed and attempt to achieve it again using a di�erent strategy. Consider (13)(from[18]):(13) System: 1. What characteristics of the program would you like to enhance?User: 2. Readability and maintainability.System: 3. You should replace (SETQ X 1) with (SETF X 1).4. SETQ can only be used to assign a value to a simple-variable.5. In contrast, SETF can be used to assign a value to any generalized-variable.6. A generalized-variable is a storage location that can be named by anyaccessor function.User: 7. What is a generalized variable?System: 8. For example, the car of a cons is a generalized variable named by theaccess function CAR, and the cdr of a cons is a generalized variablenamed by the access function CDR.The system has a goal to persuade the hearer to replace SETQ with SETF (in order to enhancethe readability and maintainability of his or her Lisp program). In utterances (13.4{5), ittherefore motivates the replacement by describing relevant di�erences between the objectbeing replaced and the object replacing it. Having reasoned that the listener might not knowwhat a generalized-variable is, in (13.6) the system explains the concept, by stating its classmembership (a storage location) and describing an attribute (it can be named by any accessorfunction). Yet in (13.7), the user expresses the goal of knowing what a generalized-variable is.The system already tried to satisfy this goal in (13.6); because the system explicitly representsits own goals, it can now realize that it did not succeed. It therefore selects an alternativestrategy and tries again: in (13.8), it gives examples of generalized-variables.Collaboration in discourseAlthough the work on explanation just described takes the hearer into account in some ways,discourse is fundamentally collaborative in more ways than these. \The participants in adiscourse work together to satisfy various of their individual and joint needs" [5, page 418].Most early work on inferring the intentional structure behind discourse did not consider this.Many theories modeled only situations in which one agent performs actions (both linguisticactions|i.e., utterances|and actions in the domain of discourse), while the system uses theseactions as a basis for attributing intentions or plans to the agent, and is otherwise passive.In many cases, the system had no plans of its own, nor did it consider that the agent mightattempt to attribute any plans to it. There certainly were no joint plans. Furthermore, theagent's plans were presumed to be pre-formulated. All of these assumptions are incompatiblewith the collaborative nature of discourse. In truth, all agents involved in a discourse mayhave plans, they may all infer each other's plans, they often share joint plans (e.g., that onewill explain something to another), and their plans may be formulated on the y|indeed,9



the need to formulate a plan may be precisely why a user consults a system. Some recentwork on plan inference has attempted to embrace these important facets of real discourse.If one wishes to model situations in which agents share joint plans, one must ask what itmeans for two agents to have a joint plan to do something. Grosz and Sidner [5] are concernedwith precisely this question. They extend Pollack's earlier de�nition of having a plan [20],which was designed only for single-agent plans, to the case of joint plans. We paraphrasetheir de�nition as follows:Definition: Two agents have a shared plan to do action A if and only if for each subactioninvolved in doing A:(1) they mutually believe(a) that the subaction relates in a particular way to A,(b) that one of them can do that action,(c) that he intends to do it, and(d) that he intends, by doing it, to accomplish A;(2) and the agent who is to do the action(a) does in fact intend to do it, and(b) intends, by doing it, to accomplish A.While a shared plan is under construction, the two agents will hold only some of theseintentions and mutual beliefs. At such times, they are said to have a partial shared plan. Ofcourse, there are a myriad of unresolved philosophical issues that such a de�nition raises, butGrosz and Sidner's de�nition is a good starting point for discussion.The di�cult question still remains: how do the agents acquire the intentions and verystrong mutual beliefs required to have a shared plan? This is the problem that Lochbaum,Grosz, and Sidner [15] tackle. First, however, they modify the de�nition in two importantways. Clause (1a) is generalized to say that the agents have a \recipe" for doing A. (A recipefor A, although de�ned formally, can be thought of simply as a way of doing A.) This changemeans that one de�nition su�ces for any sort of shared plan, and also, since their notion ofa recipe allows for any level of detail, that agents may have a shared plan with any level ofdetail. Clauses (1d) and (2b) are modi�ed to require not that the subaction accomplishesA, but merely that it contributes somehow to A (the notion of contribution is de�ned as thetransitive closure of a number of basic relations between actions). By not requiring that thesubaction contribute in any one particular way, the de�nition permits agents to have a sharedplan that is vague in this regard. These modi�cations permit agents to share joint plans thatare vague or lacking in detail, which is certainly important during plan construction, whenthe plan has not yet been fully re�ned.Lochbaum, Grosz, and Sidner o�er an algorithm for inferring the mutual beliefs expressedin their improved versions of clauses (1a) and (1d). The key part of the algorithm says that,in a context where two agents have a shared plan to do A, if one of them says somethingabout some action of type �, then the hearer may conclude that the speaker believes that �10



contributes somehow to A; further, if the hearer can recognize some way in which � actuallydoes contribute to A, he may conclude that they mutually believe it contributes.The trains project, led by Allen and Schubert [1], also embraces the collaborative natureof discourse. The project's aim is to build a system that acts as a planning assistant, collab-orating with the user to help formulate plans that will meet their goals. The system mustbe able to discuss goals, and to form plans incrementally as the system and user interact.Building such a system makes it necessary to create and integrate components that handleproblems as varied as parsing, reasoning about the domain, and reasoning about the beliefs,goals, and plans currently held by the system and the user.The project's approach to discourse centers on the concepts of planning and plan exe-cution. It also takes an intentional approach, with utterances viewed as linguistic actions;hence, they can be treated in the same framework as domain actions: that is, planned for,executed (i.e., spoken or written), reasoned about (i.e., understood), and so on.The trains project has provided a testbed for research on many problems in discourse,as well as in other areas such as temporal reasoning. The results of this research have beenintegrated into demonstration systems that are able to participate in interesting dialogues,such as the one from which the following excerpt was taken. The domain of discourse is theshipment of commodities by rail:(14) User: 1. We have to make OJ. There are oranges at I and an OJ factory at B.Engine E3 is scheduled to arrive at I at 3PM. Shall we ship the oranges?System: 2. Yes. Shall I start loading oranges in the empty car at I?The user does not explicitly propose that the oranges should be shipped from I to B, usingengine E3. Yet the system infers this, and can therefore determine which oranges the useris referring to when she says shall we ship the oranges?. The system simultaneously answersthe question and implicitly accepts the plan by replying Yes. It then uses its knowledge ofthe domain to identify two possible ways to complete their now-mutual plan: one is to use aboxcar already located at I, and the other is to wait and use the boxcar that comes with theengine that will arrive at 3 p.m. The system then poses a question to �nd out whether the�rst alternative is acceptable to the user.Fallibility of conversantsMost research in language understanding has assumed a somewhat idealized notion of humanlinguistic abilities; that is, people are seen as faultless language processors whose skills AIresearch strives mightily to emulate. Even the work discussed above on inferring joint plans,though it brings the speaker and hearer into full consideration, does not address their falli-bility. In fact, people are frequently unclear and imprecise in what they say and write, andas comprehenders, they frequently reach no understanding or, worse, a mistaken understand-ing. However, people make up for this by their exibility. They are, for example, adept atdetecting when a misunderstanding has set a conversation awry and at saying the right thingto correct it. We now turn to research that takes a similar perspective on human{computerconversation. 11



Misunderstandings in conversation might occur, for example, because the hearer takes anunintended sense of an ambiguous expression, because the hearer does not have the necessarybackground knowledge to interpret the utterance or draw the right expected inferences fromit, or simply because of an error in typing or speech recognition. If the result is eitherno interpretation at all or several possible interpretations from which a choice cannot bemade, the hearer can then ask for clari�cation, can remain silent (hoping that subsequentutterances will resolve matters), or can invoke additional processing to try to recover. Ellerand Carberry [4] take the third approach; the interpretation of an utterance that cannotbe coherently integrated into the current context is relaxed by a set of heuristics. Relaxationpermits the system to consider a somewhat unlikely shift of focus, for instance, or an impreciseuse of tense.But if a conversant �nds a single reasonable, albeit erroneous, interpretation, the mis-understanding will manifest itself only later, if at all, when the conversants �nd themselvestalking at cross purposes. There are thus two parts to the problem: �rst, noticing that therehas been an earlier misunderstanding|either by oneself or by the other conversant|andsecondly, generating an utterance that will repair the misunderstanding. For the �rst part,Eller and Carberry suggest that if the heuristics described above do not serve to interpreta problematic utterance, the cause might be an earlier misunderstanding, and so apply theheuristics to earlier utterances, creating alternative contexts in which the current utterancecan then be considered; they do not address the second part. McRoy and Hirst [17] haveshown that both parts of the problem can be accounted for in a model of conversation inwhich the interpretation of an utterance is characterized as abductive reasoning (e.g., givenQ and P ) Q, guess that P is also true) and the generation of an utterance as defaultreasoning (see [10] and above). In this model, conversants abductively form defeasible expec-tations as to what kind of utterance is likely to occur next in the conversation, and use theseexpectations to monitor for di�erences in understanding. When speakers make an utterance,they use their beliefs about the discourse context, about the other participant's beliefs, andabout conventions of discourse to select an utterance appropriate to their goals. The otherparticipant attempts to retrace this selection process abductively, trying to identify the goal,expectation, or misunderstanding that might have lead the speaker to produce it. If McRoyand Hirst's model �nds more than one possibility, it makes a choice at random (the modelnot accounting for di�ering likelihoods of the various interpretations). If a misunderstand-ing on either side, self or other, is found, a conversation participant will re-interpret earlierutterances to �nd another interpretation and utter an appropriate correction.The model is implemented in an extension of Prolog that performs abduction and defaultreasoning. The model includes both interpretation and generation, so two copies of theprogram with di�erent beliefs and knowledge can converse with one another.NUANCE AND STYLE IN LANGUAGEThe exact choice of words, phrases, and sentence structure all a�ect the precise meaningand e�ect of an utterance. A writer or speaker chooses (consciously or not) such goals as12



whether to be formal or friendly, persuasive or dismissive, clear or obscure. These aspects ofan utterance are as much a part of its message as its literal meaning, and any sophisticatednatural language system needs to be sensitive to them. A machine translation system, forexample, would be inadequate if, in translating a business letter from English to French, itpreserved the literal meaning but at the same time turned a friendly letter into a threateningone, or vice versa.Indeed, the selection of what is to be said at all depends upon complex inter-personalconcerns. One might choose material that supports one's own position or that might appealto the listener, while omitting material that undermines one's position or that might annoya listener whom one doesn't wish to o�end. Hovy's natural-language generation systempauline [11] was the �rst to account, in an integrated manner, for inter-personal concerns inlinguistic nuance and in the selection of material. Although pauline was impressive, it hadno theoretical basis; it employed a wide variety of rules that were little more than an ad hoccollection of heuristics. Subsequent research has attempted to �nd more-general principlesfor the selection of content, words, and syntactic structures.One particular problem is the construction of referring expressions. A referring expressionis a word or phrase that a speaker uses to denote some particular object or entity. The problemis that there are usually many ways to do this, and in any given situation, some are betterthan others. For example, any of the following might serve to �ll the space in the sentenceshown:(15) I'll meet you near in an hour.1. the tree2. the tall tree3. the larch4. the tree with the soft, light-green needles5. the tall conifer next to the old well6. the larch that is about 50 feet tall7. the big one8. itWhich of these is best depends on the previous utterances|the last two options requirea previous referring expression to act as an antecedent|as well as the listener's assumedknowledge and the circumstances of the utterance. Alternative (15.3) is no good if the listenerdoesn't know enough about trees to identify a larch, though (15.4) might serve. If there isonly one tree that the speaker could possibly be referring to, detailed descriptions such as(15.4{6) are misleading, as they spuriously imply that some kind of contrast is being made.Dale [2] and Reiter [21] have developed methods for constructing referring expressions.The �rst consideration is whether a pronominal reference is possible; if not, a de�nite nounphrase must be constructed. Such a noun phrase must be both e�cient and adequate, iden-tifying the referent with the least amount of information necessary to do so unambiguously.Dale uses the notion ofminimal distinguishing description|the smallest set of attribute{valuepairs that will serve to discriminate the referent from other entities. These methods also take13



account of the preference in language for descriptions that use so-called basic categories; forexample, in the context Will you please take the for a walk?, the word animal mightbe su�cient to uniquely identify the thing to be taken for a walk, but dog is still the morenatural expression. Reiter points out that using an inappropriate category, or a descriptionmore complex than necessary, creates a false implicature, and he presents an algorithm forgenerating referring expressions that is able to avoid such situations.The problem is somewhat di�erent in interactive discourse because, if a referring expres-sion fails to pick out a unique entity, the participants can immediately try to correct it; thatis, they can collaborate on the task of reaching a common understanding of the reference.Heeman and Hirst [6] have modeled this computationally as the construction and recognition,by two agents with possibly di�ering beliefs, of plans to refer to something. In this model, thegeneration of a referring expression is viewed as the construction of a plan to bring the refer-ent to the attention of the other conversant; and comprehension of a referring expression isviewed as recognition of this (possibly faulty) plan. The model accounts for both productionand comprehension of referring expressions; thus, as with the model of McRoy and Hirst, twocopies of the program with di�erent beliefs can talk to one another, negotiating a commonunderstanding of a referring expression.Much of the work on language generation, including that on referring expressions, hassought mostly to determine the content to be expressed. For example, in Dale's system, asyntactic structure is chosen at random to express the content of the description; e.g., eitherthe pitted olives or the olives that have been pitted. But, as Hovy's work showed, form is justas important. DiMarco and Hirst [3] sought to correlate a writer's use of various syntacticconstructions with his or her higher-level stylistic goals, with a view to ensuring that anautomatic translation retains these goals even if that requires a di�erent syntactic structurein the target language. For example:(16) Ils se livrent alors, sous des dehors irr�esistibles de drôlerie, �a une lutte sournoise etpassionn�ee.(17) And, from behind a cover of irresistibly funny wit, they open �re in an artful andpassionate battle.4The underlined phrase that interrupts the main clause in (16) was moved by the translatorto a position before the main clause in (17). Though (16) is quite natural in French, themovement of the phrase was necessary to prevent what would otherwise be a somewhatunnatural sentence in the corresponding English. To capture this kind of linguistic intuition,DiMarco and Hirst developed the idea of a grammar of style, which correlates the syntacticstructures of a language with a set of language-independent stylistic goals. In translation,these goals can then be determined in the source text, and used in the generation of the newtext.4This example is from the bilingual Programme du Festival du Cin�ema am�ericain, Festival de Deauville,1976, quoted by Jacqueline Guillemin-Flescher (Syntaxe compar�ee du fran�cais et de l'anglais: Probl�emes detraduction, �Editions Ophrys, 1981, p. 125), who lists and explains some of the di�erences in the naturalnessof various structures in English and French. 14
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